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PARIS: Oil and gas companies are spending tens
of billions of dollars on new fossil fuel production
that would push global temperatures to catastroph-
ic levels, research found Thursday. An analysis by
the financial think tank Carbon Tracker found that
fossil fuel firms approved $166bn of investment in
new oil and gas fields between January 2021 and
March this year.

Almost all of that expenditure is incompatible
with the Paris Agreement’s more ambitious target of
limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius since
the pre-industrial era, the report said. And around a
third of the total-some $58 billion-was committed
by Chevron, Eni, Shell, TotalEnergies and others to
projects that would imply demand for oil and gas
pushing global temperatures beyond 2.5C.

“Oil and gas companies are marketing them-
selves as part of the solution to climate change
while simultaneously planning production increas-
es that would lead to climate catastrophe,” said
report author Thom Allen, an oil and gas analyst at
Carbon Tracker. The report used decarbonisation
pathways set out by the International Energy
Agency (IEA), which says no new long-lead oil or
gas fields are compatible with 1.5C and consump-
tion must fall rapidly.

But Carbon Tracker said most companies are
planning to increase production, potentially locking

in high carbon emissions for decades. Projects high-
lighted include the $10 billion Lake Albert oilfield
development in Uganda led by TotalEnergies and a
$12 billion liquified natural gas project in Western
Australia being developed by Woodside.

These “high cost and large” projects are of par-
ticular concern because they would take a long time
to build and likely have a longer production period,
said report co-author Mike Coffin, Carbon Tracker’s
head of oil, gas and mining. Of the major fossil fuel
firms, the report said only BP was planning produc-
tion broadly in line with Paris goals-with a reduc-
tion of 43 percent by 2030.

That compares with European firms Eni, Shell
and TotalEnergies, which only plan to reduce oil-
while increasing gas. Carbon Tracker calculates that
TotalEnergies’ overall fossil fuel production will be
13 percent higher in 2030 than in 2019.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has stoked a “dash
for gas” that scientists have warned imperils global
efforts to stop warming exceeding 1.5C. Carbon
Tracker said although the crisis has pushed up
energy prices-and oil and gas profits-it has also led
to increased recognition of renewables as a cheaper
and more secure power source.

“It’s becoming ever clearer that renewables pro-
vide a solution to affordable and secure energy in
the medium to long term,” Coffin told AFP.  —AFP
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French-built train 
in Ethiopia still 
‘a blessing’
DIRE DAWA, Ethiopia: The train pulled out of
Dire Dawa station with a creak and disappeared into
the pre-dawn gloom, the lights that once illuminated
its decades-old carriages having stopped working
long ago. Over a century after the French laid a rail-
road in eastern Ethiopia, the old track remains indis-
pensable for trade and transport, even with the
recent arrival of a modern, Chinese-built line.

Twice a week, passengers and cargo pile into
carriages dating from 1955 to make the 12-hour,
200-kilometre (125-mile) journey by diesel locomo-
tive from Dire Dawa to Dewele, on the border of
Djibouti. There, they trade vegetables and khat-a
mildly narcotic shrub-for food and other items.

“We use it as transport,” said a young shopkeep-
er who declined to give her name, and said she
exchanged goods for rice, sugar, pasta, spices,
tomato sauce and oil.

The journey today spans the only functioning
part of the original 784-kilometre line, which once
ran between Addis Ababa, the capital of landlocked
Ethiopia, and Djibouti City on the Gulf of Aden.
Since 2016, a modern, electrified railway line built by
China connects the two capitals in anywhere
between 12 hours and 18 hours. But in Dire Dawa,
which was built by the French to accommodate rail
workers with the advent of the “Franco-Ethiopian
Railway”, the “Chinese train” as it is locally known
does not suit everyone.

‘A blessing’ 
Stops along the Chinese line are outside city

lines, and the ticket price is higher. Crucially, it only
makes three stops between Dire Dawa and Dewele,
compared to eight along the French line.

“The (Chinese) train doesn’t stop at any station
near us,” said the young shopkeeper. “The railway
was built along small towns and districts, and people
settled near the stations,” said Mulugeta Kebede, 70,
a driver on the old train for four decades. “There are
places that cars can’t go, and the only means of
transportation is the train.”

Ismail Khayad, deputy general manager of the
‘Dire Dawa-Dewele Railway’, said the new route did

not service the region in the same way the French-
built line did. “People say the old railway is a bless-
ing; the other one is... useless for us,” he said. People
have come to depend on the train as a bringer of
food and other essentials, said Ayoub Asofa, 62, who
mans the first stop after Dire Dawa, a shack about 10
kilometers from the city. “This train is tied to the
existence of the people,” he said. “It will affect peo-
ple’s daily lives if this train stops.”

Slow decline 
Nostalgia and bitterness is evident among the

railway workers of Dire Dawa, a pretty town with
tree-shaded streets. At the old train station, signs in
Amharic and French-a language still spoken by some
of the older railway workers-are a reminder of its
storied past.

Ordered by Emperor Menelik, work on the line
began in 1897 in modern-day Djibouti, then a French
colony. The line reached Dire Dawa, 311 kilometers
to the south, by Christmas 1902, and Addis Ababa by
the summer of 1917. Sitting at an economic cross-
roads, Dire Dawa was for a long time Ethiopia’s sec-
ond-most populated city. “It was the railroad that

founded this city,” said Ismail.
But the railway went into decline in the 1970s

with the rise of road transport and greater access to
the sea via Eritrea, then part of Ethiopia.

Neglect, frequent derailments and a plodding
pace saw the line fall into disuse. The Addis-Dire
Dawa line was abandoned in the early 2000s, fol-
lowed by the Djibouti leg.

Just 300 of its 2,500 employees remain, and the
luxury sleeping cars that once ferried guests in style
now lie rusting by the station. The city, too, has dete-
riorated economically and socially over the years,
said Ismail, who accused the Ethiopian government
of having “abandoned” the railroad and its workers.

To keep these historic trains running, the original
rail workshops are kept operational, manned by a
few dozen technicians. Some of the machinery is as
old as the railroad itself. “Elwell&Seyrig, Plaine St-
Denis, 1903”, reads a steel plate on a particularly
vintage machine operated by veteran technician
Belay Mulu, who switches it on to prove it still
works. Today he relies on a newer model, but all
parts are repaired and repurposed on site because
they don’t buy spares, the 53-year-old said. —AFP

Bankrupt Sri Lanka 
clears budget as 
IMF bailout delays
COLOMBO: Crisis-hit Sri Lanka’s parliament
Thursday approved President Ranil
Wickremesinghe’s 2023 budget, vital to raising
government revenue and securing a twice-delayed
IMF bailout.

The island nation has been reeling from more
than a year of severe shortages and runaway infla-
tion, prompting protests that ousted
Wickremesinghe’s predecessor Gotabaya
Rajapaksa in July. Parliament voted overwhelmingly
to sign off on Wickremesinghe’s plan to raise overall
tax revenue by nearly 70 percent and privatise loss-
making state enterprises after a month-long debate.

Wickremesinghe, a six-times prime minister, has
already sharply raised taxes and increased fuel,
water and electricity tariffs and rationed petrol and

diesel in a bid to stabilise the economy. His moves
followed the government declaring bankruptcy in
mid-April and defaulting on its $46-billion foreign
debt for the first time since independence from
Britain in 1948. But the main opposition said
Wickremesinghe’s first full budget was unrealistic
and warned that the economic crisis could worsen
next year.

“This is a failed budget,” opposition legislator
Eran Wickramaratne said on Thursday. “The num-
bers in the budget are unrealistic.” The budget
expects a 69-percent increase in tax revenue next
year and projects a narrowing of the budget deficit
to 7.9 percent of GDP in 2023, down from 9.8 per-
cent this year.

The central bank had initially expected a $2.9-
billion bailout from the International Monetary Fund
to materialise by August. The bank later said it
hoped a deal could be concluded by early
December, but now say talks could drag onto early
next year. An agreement with all external creditors,
including China which accounts for 52 percent of
Colombo’s bilateral debt, is a pre-condition to
drawing down any IMF support. Beijing has made

no public statements on Colombo’s pleas to
“restructure,” a euphemism for a debt haircut, but
officials say talks are still underway.

Japan and India are the other two major bilateral
creditors owning 19.5 percent and 12 percent of Sri
Lanka’s bilateral debt respectively.

Much of the foreign debt is in international sov-
ereign bonds (ISBs) held by private investors and
talks with them are also ongoing, officials said
adding that a deal was yet to be struck. The IMF
has said Sri Lanka’s foreign debt must be “sustain-
able” to unlock any new external funding and the
country should also restructure its myriad loss-
making state enterprises. Wickremesinghe has pro-
posed the sale of the country’s loss-making national
carrier, Sri Lankan airlines, and several other enti-
ties to raise foreign exchange and boost the coun-
try’s external reserves. Official figures show that
major state businesses, including Sri Lankan air-
lines, lost $2.38 billion in the first four months of this
year alone. The World Bank has warned that the
economy could shrink by 9.2 percent this year,
worse than the 8.7 percent contraction the central
bank of Sri Lanka had forecasted. —AFP

Musk briefly loses 
top spot on Forbes 
billionaire list
PARIS: Tesla owner Elon Musk briefly lost the top
spot on Forbes’ billionaire list Wednesday to
Bernard Arnault, whose family owns the world’s
leading luxury group, LVMH. With US tech stocks
sliding as interest rates and recession fears rise,
Musk’s fortune briefly fell below that of the Arnault
family. But around 1730 GMT Musk was back on
top at $184.9 billion, followed by Arnault and his
family at $184.7 billion. Indian businessman Gautam
Adani was in third place at $134.8 billion, with
Amazon founder Jeff Bezos fourth at $111.3 billion.
Arnault had also topped the Forbes list for several
hours in 2021.

His LVMH group, with includes dozens of brands
including Louis Vuitton, Givenchy, and Kenzo, has
continued to post strong revenue and profit growth
despite the latest global economic headwinds.

Musk’s fortune is primarily tied to the share price
of Tesla, and the entrepreneur has been at the centre
of controversy after having taken over Twitter in late
October. The other major wealth ranking compiled by
financial data provider Bloomberg also has Musk and
Arnault running nearly neck-and-neck. According to
Bloomberg’s ranking, calculated after US markets
closed on Tuesday, had Musk in the lead at $178.9
billion, followed by Arnault at $165.1 billion. — AFP

Passengers look on after boarding the old train in Shinile, Ethiopia. —AFP

Kazakhstan 
moves to reel in
crypto mining
ALMATY: Kazakhstan, one of the world’s leading
locations for cryptocurrency mining, has moved to
reel in the power-hungry industry that has often
burdened the ageing energy grid of the Central
Asian country. The ex-Soviet country’s lower house
of parliament on Wednesday passed legislation
which introduced a tax and a mandatory license for
companies mining cryptocurrencies among other
measures, state news agency Kazinform reported.
In recent months, Kazakhstan, the region’s largest
economy, has looked to promote the expansion of
cryptocurrency mining while cracking down on ille-
gal mining farms.

“The goal of the bill is to eliminate illegal mining
and create an adequate legal environment for legal
entrepreneurs,” lawmaker Yekaterina Smyshlyayeva,
who introduced the bill, told AFP on Thursday. She
added that this activity is a “capital intensive busi-
ness and the risks are very high”. “Miners will only
be able to buy electricity from the general electrici-
ty network in the event of a surplus,” she said
Wednesday as quoted by Kazinform.

According to data from the University of
Cambridge, Kazakhstan was the world’s third-
largest miner of cryptocurrency as of January 2022,
behind the United States and China. Mining for
cryptocurrency, such as bitcoin, requires powerful
computers to solve complex mathematical puzzles,
resulting in the consumption of huge amounts of
electricity. Kazakhstan has many benefits for the
industry, including some of the cheapest electricity
in the world and a cold climate favourable for cool-
ing computers. —AFP 


